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The truth shall not live quietly.
Shawnee State University

October 19, 1992 Volume 1 Issue 4

Portsmouth, Ohio

Is SSU complying with Ohio Revised Code?
y Robert L. Gambill

;dC Business Mana~er
On Monday, October 12, The
Chronicle learned that certain prob;ems had arisen in elevator utilization. According to an OTIS (an elevator company) repairman,
apparently someone had jammed
the elevator by forcing the door
open on one of the locked out floors,
This situation led to one handicapped
student being stranded on the fourth
floor for approximately 20-25 minutes. His problem was resolved by
one of the building maintenance
staff, who carried the student down
to the first floor while a security
officer and another person carried
his chair down.
For approximately two weeks
(until October 15), the elevator was
closed off to the first and third floor
in Massie hall, due to construction,
according to Dave Gleason, Facilities Plannner. This presented a transit problem for those who wished to
get to the first floor, especially those
that were physically impared or unat>Ie to walk the stairs. The door by
the art classes is closed off, and after
considering the distances that a
handicapped per~n had to take to
.reach the ramps, The Chronicle staff
decided to investigate.
Genesis Medical Equipment
loaned a wheelchair to the staff of

The University Chronicle, which was
thoroughly utilized. The Chronicle
staff used the wheelchair and timed
themselves getting arOW1d campus.
The results were an average ofeleven
minutes from the Second Street crossing in front of Massie hall to any
given class inside Massie hall.
The time from in front of Massie
Hall to the University Center and
back non-stop was an unbelievable
fifteen minutes. The trip enroute to
the center was not only time consuming but a treacherous one, as
well. Sidewalks that were cracked
and broken blocked the way in more
than one area, not to mention the
fact that the curbs were not wheelchair accessible. These oversights
and gross negligence in construction led to the UC staff member that
was utilizing the wheelchair to tip
over 4 times in that same fifteen
minute time period. The University
Chronicle found one wheelchair
ramp on the west end of the Vern
Riffe Technology building, but it
plummeted 2-3 inches down to the
road.
The staff found that using the
facilities in the buildings were difficult and sometimes demoralizing .
The phones in Massie are placed
so that a person in a wheelchair
would have a difficult time putting

in the money to use them. The water to show the UC staff that even in its lie payphone sufficiently lowtoperfOW1tains in Massie are too high, smallest and upright position a mit use by persons confined to a
even those that are newer and sup- stretcher would not fit into the el- wheelchair, and ease of access and
posedly handicapped accessible.
· use by handicapped persons of a
evator.
One person who was very haftdi- food service area, if such an area is
Staffmembers also tried those in
the Vern Riffe Center and found capped aware is Tess Midkiff. Be- provided.
themselves humiliated from the fore the Library opened, she had a
The staff feels that administrawater dripping down their chin. The handicapped person go through the tion and facilities need to get their
bathroom facilities in Massie on the building to make sure that wheel- acts together on behalf of the handicapped students, ifthis is going to be
fourth floor are totally inaccessible chairs could fit through the aisles.
The Ohio Revised Code Statute the kind of university that we can all
to handicapped. None of the stalls
are wide enough, and there are no 3 781.111 -- Standards and rules for be proud of. Also, some type of
access to and use of
handles to grab onto for support.
One of the biggest complaints buildings by handiheard in the staff room was the size capped persons, states
of the elevator. More than once, the following: The stan- ..
staff members almost had their feet dardsandrulesadopted
crushed,duetothefacttheycouldn't by the board pursuant s
get in far enough. Granted, we are to division of this secnot experts at maneuvering wheel- . tion shall require that g
chairs, but not all wheelchair-bound special parking loca- i
people are.
tions for the handiNow suppose that an emergency capped be designated -::
arose and an ambulance was re- through the posting off
quired. Approximately 6monthsago an elevated sign, -1:1
there was a diabetic on the 4th floor whether permanently
that according to LIFE ambulance affixed or movable, f
was wtresponsive. How is someone imprinted with the in- Robert Gambill, UC Business Manager, sits in a wheelchair
like that transported? According to ternational symbol of during one of many test runs conducted by the UC staff to sec
the EMT' s, the person had to be accessibility, barrier- if SSU is complying with the Ohio Revised Code.
carried to the elevator and then was free
access
to
iain in the floor of the elevator until entranceways with entrances ofsuf- policy needs to be implemented as
they reached the first floor to an ficient width to permit passage of to the use of the elevator and accesawaiting stretcher. On October 16, wheelchairs, ramps leading to el- sibility to every building for handiLIFE ambulance graciously agreed evators, water fountains, and a pub- capped individuals.

Editor's Note:

The University Chronicle is still
growing and at times will not make
everyone happy, including its own

staff members. We must not treat
our paper as one of a community
college, Please continue to give us

your story ideas and help us welcome our new copy-editor, Karen
Wilson. Please be patient with us

attend' language and Mr. Hyland
said that it was an executive (meeting) and he would not be inviting
Mr.Parkstoexecutivesession, where
wewouldtalkaboutfacultypersonnel matters.''
Veri said the executive session
concerned a contract with the
Shawnee Educational Association.
"I called Jeff and gave him the
decision and he was understandably
upset," Veri said.
Veri said after conferring with
Hyland he discovered there was a
misunderstanding about a board retreat and an executive session being
held during the retreat. Parks was
subsequently invited to the retreat,
Veri said, but still was not invited to

the executive session.
Verisaidthere isaphilosophical
difference between what the state
law allows student board members
to do and what Parks believes they
should be allowed to do. •'We have
3,600 plus students here and each
one hasadifferentphilosophyabout
many things and I encourage that
philosophical difference."
Veri said he was confused when
Parks letter referred to an administrator being involved in the decision
to not allow Parks to attend the
meeting.
•'It is one of the problems with
telephone conversations,'' Parks
said.Hesaidhethoughthehadbeen
told both board members and ad-

ministrators had asked him to not
attend, but later found only board
members were·involved.
Veri says the board has a good
trackrecordinllllowingstudentrepresentati ves to .attend executive sessions,inlightofstatelaw.(TheOhio
Revised Code Section 3362.01 Article B, reads "Student members
shall not be entitled to attend execu- ·
tive sessions of the board.''}
"It is done a by case by case
basis and that is important for the
student body to know," Veri said.
•'Our board has invited students to
almost all the executive sessions
since 1989 that I know about. I think
fromthepasttheboardwillcontinue
inviting students to executive ses-

i
f

J

through our changes.
Donna Kerecz, UC
·
Editor

Administrator says there is a philosophical difference

By Bill Holmes

UC News Editor

SSU's president said Jeff Parks,
student representative to the SSU
board of trustees, is welcome to
attend board meetings but that Parks
will continue to be excluded from
!Cutive sessions.
Dr. Clive Veri, SSU president,
said he had notified Parks he would
not be able to attend a retreat of the
ard held in Chillicothe Aug. 20.
"Mr. (Frank D.) Hyland (chairman of the SSU board of trustees)
asked me to recall for him what the
Ohio Revised Code had told about
students members attending executive sessions of the board," Veri
said. "I read him the 'shall not

3
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Liberal Slant Writer Bids
A Fond Farewell to SSU

6

October is Domestic Violence Awarness Month

1~0

sions."
.
Verisaid the agenda eachmeeting invites constituents to speak in
frontoftheboardwithanythingthey
would like to present.
Veri said at every board meeting
thereisanagendathatincludesrepresentation from the faculty assembly, administration assembly, the
CWA, the SEA and thesenate.
Aoo, Veri said, students shouldn't
be concerned they will befcrgottenif
they do not have equal representation.
"In the past three years I have been
here the board has acted in the best
interests of the university," he said. ••
I cannot remember a time when the
boardhasnctactedinthebestinterests
of the students."

M·u ddle Pudding is a band
with a social conscience

The University Chronicle
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Autos treated poorly on SSU campus
Parkin2 the pits at SSU

Whoa! Look out for chuck holes dude, like today's common problem
is SSU parking lots ay.
Like Monday I pull the super Subaru into this totally devastating place
that SSU refers to as a parking lot. I tried to avoid this mondowipeout,just
to skid and slide into another of the awesome trenches that we as student's
must fight our way through, just to like look for the non..existent place to
park our trusty steeds ay.
I try to count these massive dents upon
the earth's surface but as fast as I was
counting, new holes were like being born
ay.
by
I racked my brain for just a split moment and like thought of Dan Young's
words back during the summer -- almost
caused a hemorrhage.
Like back during the summer, Dan the
man with a plan, said, "Sometime in
October we will close the parking lot west
of the library."
Well like I see that it will have to close but where are students going to
park. I look and see that the administration has this nice smooth blacktop
parking lot behind Massie Hall, with nice little electronic gates that allow
them to pass and park in an area with real parking blocks and even parking
stripes to mark each area clearly.
Now I like seen how some of these people drive and I understand that
they need directions when it comes to parking. But where are students going
to park, like over by the university center?
Right. If you look at that lot around noon each day it's two-thirds full,
and if the library lot is closed, then the university center lot will be full.
Then we have that wonderful gravel pit across like Second Street, which
will be closed in the future. Even the mighty forces of Mirabello' s Yugo
wouldn't even want to face, and you only see students parking there. I say
like, what, dudes, are our cars not as important to us as administrator's are
to them or do they just like, say, well it's only a hooptie. Which I can't wait
to see entries to the hooptie contest.
Like if you really think about the damage that our poor cars go through

when we park here, it should be considered a sin to treat our trusted steeds
in this manner. Ifstudents continue to park in these ruminants ofa minefield,
soon everyone will own a hooptie.
Our cars like carry us to work, school and yes, even play. Most stude~
don'teitherhavethetimetohuntanewsteedorcan'treallyaffordtoreplact
the one they got.
I replaced a tie-rod end just recently on
a car that had seen this abuse and it cost my
friend 45 bucks ay, and if a mechanic
would have like done the work, we're
looking at anywhere between iO and 45
bucks like an hour.
If the administration can have parking
spaces close to their offices why can't the
students like have that same privilege as
well? Like yo Mr. Administration Dude,
do you think you 're better than the students
or do you just feel like what the students
want and need is unimportant.
Wake up man. If there's nowhere to park, like why would I park on
Fourth Street and walk ay. You try that for a while and you 'II see that it gets
old real quick man! Like if you close Second Street too, this will only add
to the parking problem, Dude.
How can students as a group be expected to put up with this disconcert
from the administration? I mean like look, why should students have to
show up for class an hour early, just to find like a stable for our steeds. It
time that the administration faced this problem and like came up with a real
answer to it, not just parking fees to be dumped into the toilet bowl called
the general fund ay.
So hey people, I wanttodomyownlittle gripe survey on parking at SSU.
Starting today, Oct. 19, through Oct. 21, I will be going to classrooms and
requesting that a simple five question survey be filled out by the students
as well as the faculty. On Oct. 22 I will start compiling my results to be in
the following Monday's paper.
Let us see how the students truly feel about parking at SSU!
Anthony L. Estep is UC Page Manager.

To the Editor
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Why do educators perpetuate myth of Colu~bus?
Just when it seems as though the world may be more enlightened about
racism we pick up Oct. 12 issue of the Chronicle and read the asinine
statements of someone like Darcy Chamberlin. It is sadly obvious that Ms.
Chamberlin holds the same view as many misinformed people in our
country.
Although invasion of our lands may have "inevitable," is it therefore
necessary for our educators to perpetuate the myth that Christopher
Columbus was some sort of hero? We are well aware that the genocide
waged against our people was not the handiwork of one man or even one
nation. It is time however, to call it what it was. The indigenous people of
this land.find no reason to celebrate the hostile invasion of our motherlands.
Do the Polish people celebrate Hitler's invasion of Poland? I think not!
Ms. Chamberlin should re-think her statement concerning' 'The necessary conquest of the Amer~ wilderness.''
Why does she feel that conquest was "necessary"? Because the
Europeanshadsoblatantlydefiledandoverpopulatedtheirownlands?My
people have never considered our land a wildernes~! Wilderness according
to Webster's Dictionary is: I. Wild uncultivated region uninhabited by
humans; 2. Large, tangled, confusing mass or multitude. Our homeland fits

In defense of Ms. Kerecz, I don't feel that her article ever implied that
Turtle Island was a "Utopia." I believe the point she was trying to make
was, that prior to the influx of Europeans with their myopic view of
"civilization" the Indigenous people of the Americas were a highly
socialized, culturally diverse multitude of separate nations. Disease on the
scale of European epidemics was unheard of here.
Does Ms. Chamberlin understand that genocide is the "deliberate
extermination ofa race or nation"? Is this the type of"belief' or ''way of
life'' that her America is guilty of? It is not surprising that she feels uneasy
dwelling on this kind of past.
Although it is not th~ intention of all Native Americans to '' lay blame''
it is our intention to open the eyes and minds of those who insist on clinging
to the racist attitudes of a barbarous society! If Ms. Kerecz's article is
considered' 'liberal trash" then I am sorry to say that SSU is more ~iall~
reproachable than I ever could have imagined.
In light of a better tomorrow, it is the responsibility of all Native
Americans to ensure that the next 500 years will be decisively different!
In the Spirit of Crazy Horse,
Cheryl Collins

Programming board member solves student's problems

To the Editor
In regard to the issue of Domino's Pizza being served at Monday Night
Football. I am pleased to report that something has been done!
Joe Hull, president of the student programming board, worked diligently at solving my conflict regarding Domino's and its anti-choice
affiliation. As a student representative, Joe explained his job is to deal with
student concerns and still remain impartial.
He searched for an alternative to Domino's, and his concern was finding
a product that would please the majority of students who attend the event.

(Now, there are serving 10th Inning Pizza, a locally owned business.)
Although Joe never discussed his opinion on abortion with me, he has
displayed the greatest ofleadership skills by listening, taking responsibility,
and solving a fellow student's problem.
I do not feel my institution took any consideration to my problem.
However, Joe's initiative to help has not only relieved me, but has reinstated
the fact that there are people who do care. Thanks Joe! And to SSU ... those
in power ... keep passing the buck ... we may still get things done!
Melinda Akins

Opini~n
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A Liberal Slant
by

Daniel
Stewart
My dreams have shattered

1 unemployed for more than eighrmonths with little hope of
How does it feel to have one's dreams shatter ... to be

A View From the
Cheap Seats
by

Jay Arr
Henderson

The campaign as circus

Saturdaynight, Sept. 26, was circus night at SSU, so this
seems like an appropriate time to discuss the presidential
campaigns.
It's really amazing how closely the presidential campaign resembles a circus. First you have the parade. See the
Republican elephants? See the jackasses? And after the
politicians come the Democratic donkeys.
Of course there's a hypnotist. His name is Bush and he
keeps saying, "You are getting sleepy. You will for get IranContra. You will forget Iran-Contra.''
And we have a contortionist. First he proved he could
insert his foot into his mouth by stating that Murphy Brown,
who doesn't even exist, was weakening the moral fiber of
the country by having a baby out of wedlock.

Driving Left of Center
by

P. David Shope
The Clintons, no First Family to me

I
·

Just who is Bill Clinton? Some say he is a liberal, pot
~moking, flag burning, protest organizing, communist symithizing, hippy. Some say he is America's hope for the
'future. "It's time for a change and he's our man."
I have to admit I had to educate myself on Mr. Slick
I -Willie Clinton. After some reading I have found that even
fhe Slickster" doesn't know who he is.
It would seem that' 'The Slickster'' is a walking contradiction. He constantly changes his position to suit his
audience telling everyone what they want to hear. President
Bush said of Gov. Clinton, "We'd have to replace the
American eagle with a chameleon'' if Clinton were elected.
Let's take a look at some of Clinton's position changes
over the last few months.
Subject: Middle class tax cuts
January 1992
-- '' I want to make it clear that this middle-class tax cut,
in my view, is central to any attempt we're going to make

The University Chronicle

findingajob ... to be 14 credit hours away from a bachelor's
degree and because you cannot pay the fees be administratively dismissed ... ?
To all at once be empty, (empty for lack of a better word)
is indeed how it feels!
But, there are ways to fill the emptiness. One has
alternatives. One is, to take the wonderful memories and
what little dignity left within and refill the huge voids.
.Another alternative is relocation. It is a very big decision, one not to be taken lightly.
Therefor~. one must use caution and planning. I'm open
for ideas and suggestions?!?
My time at SSU has been super. I'd like to thank all of
my instructors, especially an adjunct faculty member Grace

Allisen who inspired me, Dr. Jim Miller, Dr. Miner, Dr.
Walke, Dr. Wilson, Dr. Mirabello, and Dr. D'Andrade.
A~o, thank you to the newspa~r staff, past and present.
It has been a great honor and privilege to have worked with
you all, I will miss you greatly.
To the many students who've read my articles, thank
you for your honesty ... always stand up for who and what
you are.
Finally, thank you to those special people whose friendship and love touched my life and gave me their all. Thank
you for the memories SSU ... good-bye, I will miss you
greatly.
Daniel Stewart is UC Features Editor.

Shortly thereafter he proved he could talk out of both
sides of his mouth by stating that he had not attacked single
mothers. If single mothers weaken the moral fiber of the
country but Quayle didn't attack them, does he then approve
of weakening the moral fiber of the country?
This contortionist must want to be a magician, because
ifhe ever manages to resolve these two statements, that will
be a magic trick. In fact, it will be a better trick than ifhe
were to explain how he helped out the "Environmental
President'' by reducing the amount of wetlands, although
that's a trick I'd still like to see.
And then, of course, there's the escape artist. You can
see him all over fairway saying things like, "I don't think
there was any influence involved. I just changed my mind
about the draft and l wanted to maintain my political
·viability."
This is a pretty good act, if it works, but this escape act
pales in comparison to the one put on by hypnotist Bush. But
Bush has a lot to escape from.
It's been claimed that Bush engineered a deal in which
one of the major contributors to his previous presidential
campaign picked up a cool $12 billion worth ofassets for
a positively frigid quarter of a million dollars.
In fairness to Bush, it seems as if everybody in the
country is trying to be an escape artist these days. All over
the country you have Savings and Loan operators trying to

escape public condemnation. You have senators trying to
escape the charges of being bribed by some of the Savings
and Loan people.
You have the entire American public trying to escape the
thought of paying $500 billion to pay back the people who
lost their money to the Savings and Loan people.
Which brings us back to Bush who is trying to escape
charges that he downplayed the Savings and Loan scandal
until after the election, costing the American people some
$480 billion dollars. This is known as a daisy chain.
The strong man is named Gore, and he carries the weight
of the world on his shoulders. If you don't believe me, read
.
his book.
Of course, like every circus worthy of the name, the
presidential campaign has a peep-show. You get to see Bill
Clinton in bed with almost every trial lawyer in the nation.
Personally, I think I'll pass. Ofcourse, it'ssuperiortothe
other peep-show in which you get to see George Bush in bed
with Big Business. That would be even more nauseating.
And Dan Quayle in a peep-show? No thanks. I grew up
watching Howdy Doody; I don't want to see him lose his
virginity.
Actually, there's not much chance of seeing ~t. They
won't admit anyone to the burlesque show unless they can
spell burlesque.
Jay Arr Henderson ·is a UC Staff Writer.

to have a short-term economic strategy, which is part of
getting this country moving again.''
March 1992
-- " .. .'to say that this middle-class tax cut ... is the center
of anybody's (economic) package is wrong."
June 1992
-- "I would emphasize to you that the press and my
opponents always made more of the middle-class tax cuts .
than I did."
I have one thing to say: Huh? Did that make sense to you?
Yes, no, it's irrelevant. Make up your mind, Willie.
Subject: Divisions by race, class and income
March 18, 1992 ·
-- "No more division by race, no more division by
income, no more class warfare.''
March 18, 1992
-- ''In making the rich pay their fair share, Bill Clinton
-- He'll put people first." (Clinton campaign ad.)
Not only is Clinton a hypocrite but he pulled it offin front
of most of your faces. "He 'II put people first." What is
Clinton saying, that the wealthy are not people? He's
dehumanizing them.
You dehumanize people in war to make it easier for your
soldiers to kill them. No president of the United States
should be biased against a social class as Clinton is. They all
are his people.
"No more class warfare." For those of you who are
familiar with socialism and communism, does the term
"class conflict" sound familiar to you.
I've got news for you people. Clinton's a socialist.

Subject: Term limits
January 1992
-- "I won't rule out term limits."
July 1992
-- "I'm against term limits because I think that it takes
choices away from the voters.'' (Boston Globe interview)
Subject: Auto fuel economy
April 1992
-- "40 miles per gallon by the year 2000, 45 miles per
gallon by 2020." (While addressing Drexel University in
Philadelphia)
August 1992
-- "I don't think it's fair to impose a burden on an
American fleet that has bigger cars in it than foreign
competitors do."
Subject: The Persian Gulf war
''I guess I would have voted with the majority if it was a close vote, but, I agree with the arguments the minority
made."
Come on Willie! Take a stand! Why not vote with your
feelings and not with those who you think ~ill win.
"The Slickster" issuchagoodpolitician thathe'smade
you swallow this contradictory crap. This proves he didn't
earn the title slick for nothing.
I would like to thank Paul Greenberg, editorial-page
editor of the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette at Little Rock for
his article "Waffling Clinton can hold debate against
himself.'' It ran in the Columbus Dispatch on Oct. 2, please
check it out.
P. David Shope is a UC Staff Writer.
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Ponder This
by

Robert
Gambill
Ponderous, really ponderous.

Greetings and salutations to the hordes of fellow students and faculty members who ponder the unthinkable, or
as our illustrious copy editor states it, "Mysteries of little
concern.''
I feel that I have struck a veritable gold mine with this
column. The response to this humorous feature has thus far
received great response, for that I thank all ofthe readers. By
all means keep the letters and calls coming in.
First, let's explore some new ponderable ideas and then
explain some of the past ones. Let's begin with one my
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mother continually asks, why is it that a child can remove a
childproof cap when an adult can't? It seems that adults
exhaust all possible alternatives, short ofexplosives, to open
these containers.
What about this, why do flamingo's legs_ bend in the
opposite direction of other birds, or even people for that
matter? How .about another one, if you have a clapper (clap
on, clap off) hooked to your television set, and suppose that
applause comes on in one show or another, does this shut off
your television?
Finally this one. Why is it in fairy tales, when someone
was granted three wishes by a genie or magic lamp, that they
exhausted all th6 wishes and never wished for more wishes?
Now let's answer some of the personal questions, phone
calls and letters I've received. Duane Skaggs asks, "Suppose that someone was arrested for passing bad checks.
When they go to court and receive a fme, can they pay their
fine with a check?'•
Well Duane, according to the Portsmouth Municipal
Court and the court clerk, '' Absolutely not.'' Although they
admit that many have tried.
Barb Larter asks, "Why do bathroom stall doors open
inward and why does everyone use the handicapped stalls?''

Opinion
OK. Barb here's the reason. I called Sanymetal Products of
Vanceburg, 'Ky., who incidentally manufacture bathroom
stalls.
I spoke with Kerry Theiss from Sanymetal 's engineering
department and this is what he said. Bathroom stall doors
open inward because of the space factor and also because of
the safety factor.
'' Suppose the doors opened outward,'' Theiss said.' 'and
suppose that two people were coming out of different ,Ii'
at the same time. One person turns left and gets cracke... ..
the face by the other door opening up. The handicapped
usage is probably due to the larger size.''
Thanks Barb for the question and thanks to Theiss
Sanymetal products for the answer.
Last but not least, the Chicken McNugget question,
"What part of the chicken is the McNugget?" According to
McDonald's own labeling on the product packaging,
McDonald's uses the tender breast and thigh meats in
producing this particular fast food item.
Well comrades that's about it for this issue, so until next
we collide on the road of insanity, PONDER THIS!
Rohen Gambill is UC Business Manager.

Did You Know??????????-------------

The National Institute of Health has shipped the national
tick collection to Georgia Southern University with a fiveyear, million-dollar grant to maintain it. The whole collection,
which consists' of a million dead ticks in jars, fits into an area
about the size of a large living room.
Israeli prime minister Yitzhak Shanili', made the following
ccmment, after being told that the bed he used in Bulgaria had been
slept in by Libyan leader Muammar Kaddafi. "I hope the sheets
have been changed.''
Dan Quayle, U.S. VP, filed a traffic report with a local radio
station call-in program from his limousine phone while on a
motorcade drive through Boston." My lane's clear."
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration printed
a farm safety pamphlet which contained the following information: ''Hazards are one of the main causes ofaccidents. A hazard
is anything that is dangerous" and "Be careful that you do not fall
into the manure pits."
Gooc1Housekeepingreportsthatthegovernmentspent$50,000
on a study to find out that the average female flight attendant has
a nose 2.6 inches long.

-- 4% of American women don't own panties.
-- 33% of American households own a dog.
-- 5% of American violent crime occurs in school.
-- 16% of America is Alaska.
- -- 19% of American wives who vary locations to make sex
more interesting choose the outdoors.
-- 40% of American male prison inmates were unemployed when they entered prison.
-- 46% of American women would like to change their
thighs.
-- 46% of Americans think we have no business meddling
with nature.
·
-- 51 % of American high school seniors have used mari-

juana.

-rich.
----

57% of Americans think the justice system favors the

63% of American men do housework on a regular basis.
67% of Americans have experienced ESP.
70% of Americans believe Jesus is God.
74% of American murder victims are male.
-: %% of American state pisoo inmates are male.

- 99% of American rapists are male.

In the 1920' s advertising used feminism and the image of
the emancipated woman for its own purposes,just as advertising now uses the image of the liberated woman.
Bias in school books of males and females is by not means
limited to the primary and secondary levels. Reviews ofcollege
and graduate level textbooks show the same pattern.
In 1864 the National WOOleil's loyal League iresertted to
Congress a petition with over 300,000 signatures supporting an
amendment to ban slavery.
It wasn't lllltil Ibis year that the oldest Pentecostal denomination,
the Church of God based in Tem., gave women the vote in the
church's governing general assembly. W001eD initially had a vote in
thechurch'saffairs,butitwastakenaway asthechurchgrewlarger.
Santa Claus didn't al~ays look the way he does
now. He used to look like Fred Astaire, thin, tall, and
dignified. Later, in the early 1800 's, Washington Irving imagined Santa as a bulky man who smoked a pipe
and wore baggy pants.
Experts say nine out of every l O rapes aren't reported to
police.

The reason that the all-American boy prefers beauty to brains is that he can see better than
he can think.
Actress Farrah

Manson on Life
by

Philip
Thieken
They always screw you at the drive-thru

Like many other students hereat SSU, bydayl am a mild
mannered student but by night I am one of the blue collar
working class.
On my job we are provided with a half hour lunch break ·
so that we may nourish our bodies. Therefore our time is

precious and can't be wasted on long lines and slow
service.
Myself and two co-workers ride together each day to
one of the many nearby fast-food joints to buy our lunch.
We depend greatly on their promise of fast and accurate
service so that we may return to our factory lunch room
with enough time to enjoy our food instead of inhaling it
in just a few large gulps.
One night, a couple of weeks ago, my co-workers and
I returned to work only to find that our order had been
screwed-up. After a few choice words on the mental
capabilities of the people who prepared our food, we called
the restaurant to inform them of their mistake.
The night manager promised us that if we would return
the following evening they would make amends for the
mistake. The next day we were given a free meal to make
up for the mistake made the night before. So we left happy

Fawcett

and decided to continue to visit this restaurant in our
weekly rotation through the many nearby fast-food places.
As luck would have it,just last week when we returned
to the very same restaurant we found to our dismay that our
order had been screwed up again. After a number of
colorful metaphors to describe the people who serve -.
we were left with the decision of whether or not to ti 1
return to this restaurant.
Now I know that everyone has bad days and things
don't always go exactly as according to plan, but for mistakes to happen within two weeks, to the same C\ISL••ers is ridiculous.
So in the immortal words of"Leo Getz" the pint-size
character from the movie Letha/ Weapon 2, "They always
screw you at the drive-thru."
Oh! needless tosaymyco-workersand ihave decided
to never return .to that restaurant for lunch again.
Phiiip Thieken is a UC Sta.ff Writer.

The University Chronicle welcomes your Letter to the Editor

News

Comedy Night

By Donna Kerecz
UC Editor
Comedy Night, sr.,.-,nsored by
the Student Programming Boaid
on Oct. 14. was, according to Dr.
" Holt, "a replay of the Vice-nl ·n11al debates."
Holt, who said he was not a
comedian but a college teacher,
·as certainly teiiing t!ie truth. It ' s
._. good thing Holt is such a great
teacher. because the only thing
worsethan his Jokes, was the joke
in a " sealed envelope " given to
him by Scott Come, Associate Provost for Academic Affairs. Believe me, the joke should have
remained in the envelope where 1t
could then be tossed into the Ohio
River.
However, Dennis Valentine
and Joe Smith were as great as Holt
and Come were bad.
Smith and Valentine, emulating

•
IS
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a hit but MC bombs

Fox 's hit comedy In Living Color,
played "Men on Campus." In a
review of SSU's sports, Valentine, in a voice more feminine
than Mae West said, "Ilike those

big tall men with little shorts. They
slam that bali--they can slam me
anytime .'' And on female sports
Smith and Valentine looked at each
other and said, "Hated it."
"Men on Campus" were funny
and can " do" my reviews anytime.
Sudden! y the lights are low, the
anticipation high as comedy star
Henry Cho walked onto the stage.
He looked around and with a southem drawl says, "So, I'm in Portsmouth, Ohio---I'll be firing my
agent tomorrow." The laughter is
intense and penetrating.
Cho; not only made his audience laugh, he camouflaged a Jesson about the diversity of our cultures. Cho talked about growing up
in Tennessee as the only minority
child in his neighborhood where,
when playing army, " .. .it's the
neighborhood agamst--you."
Cho said, "College is the
coolest time of your life because
it's the only time you can write a
check for 39 cents and have it
bollilce.

With fourteen doctors in his will probably continue to, even if
family, including every male over he reaches "super stardom." His
25 years of
age , Cho
felt some
pressure to
stay in college . But,
he did not
lo
I I k e 0
school,he :;
told The
Chronicle 0
in a exclusive inter- U
view. So he
decided to
41
try comedy.
After only :
one perfor- i
mance he c.
was hired by ..,
a chain of .Cl
o
comedy 0
clubs.
f
C h o
writes his lfonry.~ho, headliner for Improvisation and
own jokes Comedy Corner, performs for a packed house at
and says he Shawnee State University's Comedy Night.

material comes from the experience he has with his family and the
towns he visits. Asked if we could
expect to see Portsmouth in one ot:
his jokes he said, with ll sly grin,
we might, but he never uses the
name of the place he is talking
about.
Cho frequently jokes about his
father's reaction to his career in
comedy. So The Chronicle asked
Cho if his father wasn't really proud
ofhim. Cho said now, after a couple
of years of performing and comparing their income tax statements,
his father was pleased.
Cho works about l0daysoutof
the month and tries to play golf the
rest. He has a movie in the woks
and his latest movie Nerdslll: The
NewGeneration (NOW)isexpected
in movie theaters in December
1992.
The Programming Board deserves a big hand for a job very
well done in getting Cho to SSU.
Congratulations on a job well
done and thanks formaking SSU
feel like a big universtiy.

The U11iversity Chro11icle presents
the first-ever contest. A "Hooptie" is a
car, generally old and ugly.
Most often Hoopties are multi-col-

ored vehicles with different sizes and
styles of tires or wheels. Sometimes
Hoopties are missing a headlight or
two, maybe even a window.

Allentnesmustmcludeaclearphoto
as well as a short description ofwhy it's
a Hoopie. Entries must be received by
Oct. 30. Winners will be announced

Nov. 2.
The contest is open to all students
except Chronicle staff members.
First prize will be"S25 of gasoline.

Second will be $15 of gasoline and
third prize will be $5 of gasoline. All
prized may be redeemed at Knittel 's BP
Service-Center, Portsmouth.

SSU Students

TUTORS NEEDED

problem, call the Uni-

Receive minimum wage
Needed for a wide range of
classes including accounting,
biology, chemistry, English,
history, and math

.

f

=:
a

"Hooptie" contest_ offe_rs s_tudents _pri_zes for their ugly cars _ _ _ _ __
Candidates for congress have due-I- -

By Sally A. Sapp
UC Staff Writer
Democratic candidate Ted
Strickland and Republican Representative Bob McEwen faced off in
a public debate at Portsmouth High
School on Oct. 6.
Local media and more than 500
Scioto County citizens turned out to
watch Ohio' s Sixth District Congressional candidates battling for
Ohio's largest district congressional
seat to be decided this November.
The debate was mediated by Ken
Parks, publisherofTheDai/y Times.
Each candidate was given a threeminute opening statement with a
one-minute chance forrebuttal. They
~e questioned by panelists Clyde
..._,.M1ery, Paul Nelson, Jim Kegley
and Kurt Jefferson.
By a flip of the coin, McEwen
de the first opening statement.
Ewen said a congressman needs
to be responsible on a national as
well as a local level.
Strickland said that 12 years ago
(when McEwen took office) the
national debt was standing at $1
trillion dollars. Now it stands at
more than $4 trillion dollars, he said.
Strickland said he was angry
because McEwen's campaign advertisements attacked his alleged
refusal to take a stand on gun con-

trol, further saying that he would
bring charges against McEwen if
the radio spots were not canceled.
McEwen responded to this by
accusing Strickland ofnot discussing the issues.
Strickland said that if he were
elected, he would look into federal
spending, and work on eliminating
wasteful spending. He would vote
to put a cap on federal spending,
except in Social Security.
He said the biggest problem in
the Sixth District is the lack of
jobs. He would employ an economic developmentadvisertowork
alongside locl:!l governments to
bring programs into the area.
Strickland also attacked the
Agency for International Development for taking jobs away from
Americans.
Strickland plainly said that he
was against any form of gun control. He is also against the Brady
Bill.
Strickland said, given the
chance, he would vote for the Family Leave Bill. McEwen voted
against it.
McEwen defended his alleged
exclusion in the check scandal earlier this year. He blamed overdrafts on the people who run the

bank, and said that he had been
cleared by the FBI. He denied
writing any overdrafts.
McEwen's main point of argument for the deficit and lack of jobs
was the power structure of Congress. He said he wants the American people to realize that whoever
controls Congress controls the
spending.
McEwen said that at present
the United States has a tax mcrease
of two percent and to create jobs,
the government needs a yearly tax
increase of three percent.
Upon closing comments, each
candidate received a standing ovation by their supporters.
The candidates plan to debate
two more times before the election, once in Chillicothe and once
in Athens.

·--------.
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333 2nd Street
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Medium Pepsi
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versity Chronicle.
We will help you!

Students

See Marian Fischels in the
learning center or call 355-2499

Student Senate open forum

'

1

11:30 a.m. Nov. 2

Mickletbwaite Banquet Hall
University Center

FOREIGN CARS ARE NOT FOREIGN TO US
Bumper-to-bumper service is our speciality
BOSCH
PARTS

> Audi
> Volvo
> Mercedes
;
>
>
>

~~k;;agen
Nissan
British Leyland
Saab

TUNE-UPS-ELECTRICAL REPAIR SPE('IALIST
ENGINE REPAI_R·SUSPENSION
> Mitsubishi
> Renault
AIR CONDITIONING
> Toyota
BRAKE DRUMS·ROTORS TURNED
;
We inspect pre-owned cars, both
domestlc
· & fiorelgn
·

r.~
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~·'
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'
~
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BMW
Honda
Jaguar
Lexus

Auto Werks, In

I
I
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With Coupon

If you are having a

606 John Street

Foreign Car Specialists

Portsmouth, Ohio
3~l-~328
YOUR ONE STOP CENTER FOR IMPORT CAR SERVICE. INCLUDING DIESEL
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John Pack~
Treasurer

.

By Anthony L. Estep
UC Page Manager
John Pack, student senate treasurer, the man with a mission.
Pack is a graduate of Portsmouth
East High School in the class of
1988. He has been attending SSU
since fall quarter 1990, majoring in elecand
tric al
computer engineering, and
also is an intern in the
sports medicine program.
Pack is married and resides in
Sciotoville. Pack has served on the
student senate since February 1992.
Pack said he has been busy since
becoming a member of student senate? "I have been active in the Ohio
Student Association, attending the

..
..

. ... ... . ...
...
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budget rally in Columbus, Ohio,
have attended the open forwns over
the budget cut~. and expressed students concerns and how they felt the
budget cuts would affect SSU."
Pack is taking on new responsibility in the se~te. "Last week I
was appointed by the student senate
to replace Mr. Adams as treasurer
(who resigned). I have been spending time studying the policies and
procedures so that I may perform
this appointment to my fullest ability."
He is also serving on the committee to review and interview the
new candidates who will fill the two
vacancies the senate now has.
He has ·set goals for the coming
year. "I'm working for the student
body to gain more representatives
on administrative committees and
power to vote on these committees," he said.
''The senate I believe is devel-

backbone ofthe student body, someone they can come to and get support
and representation in issues they
would want us to."
He said a problem he sees is that
the student body is looked upon as a
silent majority.' 'And as long as this
continues, student opinions won't
be taken into effect on decisions
made."
Pack said the student senate
needs more input from the student
body. "Without input the senate
can't solve the problems that students face."
As an example, Pack said, "A .
while back a student came to the
senate with a concern over lighting
in student parking areas. Last Friday
new lights were installed to cure this
problem.''
He said more public relations is
needed to increase student participation.
''We definitely need better public relations with the student body,
students are not informed enough
about their rights or issues at SSU.
Students and administration have

got to get together and let each other
know what is going on and what the
problems are here -- everyone has to
make a concerted effort to work
together."
Pack sees changes in the future
of SSU. "I would like tQ see SSU
develop into a traditional univer-

sity, not student-wise, but in the
activities area and programs.''
Pack concluded, "I want students to know that the senate is here
to help them, and that we wiU do
everything in our power to get the
answers to the student's question,
and explain the answers we get.''

Programming board spotlight -

Valorie Newman is serving her first
tenn as a member of the student programming board.
She is a senior
majoring in natural
science with education certification.
Newman is also the
student representative on the honors
' m n
program committee
and is vice president in charge of comBrian Hawkins is a junior pursuing
i a degree in business
administration.
He has served on
student activities for
two years and has
been active in many

munications for Phi Theta Kappa.
Along with school activities,
Newman is active in her church and
community.She resides in Sciotodale
with her husband, Tony, and her sixyear-old daughter, Meagan.
"I am anxious to see more student
involvement in extracurricular activities," Newman said. " I feel that students will get a better education if they
take advantage of all the opportunities
given to them.''
school projects including his present
involvement with Project Playground.
He is from Cleveland and a 1990
graduate ofBedfordHigh School. "I'm
very excited to serve on the board and
hope to help student involvement in
activities," he said.

From the desk of the student senate secretary - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

David Jenkins, senate vice presi- and student government leaders credent, and Joe Harris, secretary, have ated to increase the visibility and
been appointed to the Ohio Student effectiveness of students on policy
Association by senate president matters and increase communicaShane Ross.
tion among student leaders. OSA'S
The OSA is the only state-wide main office is in Columbus at Ohio
student organization in Ohio. - State University.
Founded in the early 1970s, its main
The OSA has acquired the right
priority is education and student for two students at each public Ohio
educational issues.
university to be appointed to their
OSA is a coalition of campus university's board of trustees for

two-year tenns; successfully lobbied to increase funding for an undergraduate higher education budget for the 1989-91 biennial state
budget, which saved 30 percent to
40 percent in tuition for that peri(ljj;
and gathered students from across
the state this past spring to rally on
the statehouse steps for higher education.
The OSA's goals include ac-

quiring voting power for student
trustees at university board meetings; acquiring the right for students
to participate in the tenure process
of professors; and improving campus programming and services.
The OSA executive director is
Kelly S. Warner, a 1992 bachelorof
arts in political science major from
Bowling Green State University.
While attending BGSU, Warner

served as campaign director for
Bowling Green mayoral election;
held leadership positions in Phi Alpha Delta pre-law fraternity, Pi
Sigma Alpha and the undergraduate
student senate; and was awarded the
Outstanding Bowling Green State
University Senior Award.
Harris was appointed to the OSA
as SSU's alternate delegate.
Joe Harris

Campus c l u b s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - -

Please send update to the UC office.
Student Senate
An open fofUJll will be held 11 :30
a.m. Nov. 2 in the Micklethwaite Ban-

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL

$1000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FREE

HEADPHONE RADIO

just for calling
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

quet Hall in the university center. Questions will be accepted during the forum,
but questions may also be submitted
ahead of time and will be answered at
the forum. Questions should be submitted to Joe Harris, secretary, at 355-2217
or taken to the university center administrative office.
Inter-<:ouncil meetings will be held
at noon on the second Friday of each
month. Toe meeting is open to all students and orpnization members.
Purpose: To promote Ute educational, cultural and social welfare of
SSU students. Heads up and ser;ves as a
guide for all other recognized clubs and
organizations. President-- Shane Ross.
Student Programming Board

Purpose: Initiates, plans, develops

The Bear's Den

the place for food at Shawnee State

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items
Open 7:30 a .m. - 9:00 p.m., Monday t_hru Thursday
7:30 a,m .• 4:00 p ,m ., Friday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m., Saturday

In the University Center

.

-

•:
~

.

.

.....

and implements activities for students
and the campus community. President
-- Joe Hull
Data Processing Management
Association

focusing on philosophy, history and
rites. Members act as a sounding board
to those trying to find their •'roots'' and
need to talk about their culture. Founded
in 1991 by Donna Kerecz, Adviser Rolland Williston, a Choctaw and Peace
Shield Teacher. Meets every Thursday
at 4 p.m. in Massie 203.

Purpose: To serve all students studying in a field where computers will be
used.
AtitsOct. l meeting,DPMAelected Behavioral Sciences Club
Jacque Evens president. Other officers
Election of executive committee
elected were Sherry Pollard, vice presi- _4:30 p.m. Oct. 22 in Massie 403.
dent; Janet Bailey, secretary; and Linda AHANA
Dunford, treasurer. .
Purpose : To provide social, educaEric Rowe, last year's president, tional, and recreational opportunities
was nominated but was unable to serve for SSU minority students through acbecause of his work schedule.
tivities that provide awareness of the
Seven persons have applied for broad spectrum of cultural diversity.
membership.
Black Gospel Ensemble
Potential members are invited to an
Purpose:Asinginggroupcomprised
open meeting and covered dish dinner of SSU minority students who perfonn
at 4 p.m. Oct. 28 in the student black gospel music on campus and in
organization's suite in the university the community.
center. Anyone expecting to attend Campus Ministry
should call 355-2345 for reservations.
Dr. William Rogers will speak at
The Native Circle
7:30 p.m..each fourth Tuesday.
Purpose: Native American group
Purpose: Offer a wide range of services to students from pastoral counseling and providing used books to helping students make a life as well as a
CRISPIE CREME DONUTS living. 1216 Second Street on the east•
1201 Gallia
em edge of campus, 353-9303.

Mrs. Renison's

Monday-Friday, S a.m. to 9:4S p.m.,
Saturday S a.m. to 8:4S p.m., aosed Sanday

IEEE

Purpose: To expand the knowledge
ofits members in their respective fields;
to foster concern for the whole and
expand understanding between the Engineering Society and the general populace.
Medical Lab Club

Purpose: To increase the awareness
ofstudents, staO: and the community of
the profession and of professionals of
Medical Laboratory Technology; to
participate activities which promote
health awareness.
SPE

Purpose: to promote the scie11tir
and engineering knowledge relating ,
plastics. President -- Tod Wiget
Phi Theta Kappa

Purpose:Workcloselywithstuder:,t..___
senate and willingly engage in comm
nity efforts emphasizing the four hahmarks offellowship, leadership, scholarship and service. An honor fraternity.
Eligibility is a 3.25 GPA. President -Wanda Dabbs
Paralegal Association

Purpose: To promote further education for students in the areas of legal
assisting and law, and to provide opportunities for leadership and discussion
oflaw topics.
President -· Rex Ross
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Domestic Violence Surviors are often victims of society

A woman is beaten every I 5 seconds

First in a series o] articles on
Domestic Violence
By Donna Kerecz

UC Editor

__:Sometimes Real Life is hard and
not always easy to look at, but for
'j,eople like me, Real Life has to be
told.
A couple of years ago, while
\_,Aaflding in line at a grocery store, I
overheard several people talking
about an editorial in a local paper.
Two men and three women were
discussing domestic violence and
" ... all the women who use
foodstamps when the7l' leave husbands with good paying jobs.''
I was incensed and astonished
that five adults could be so thoughtless and judgmental of people and
. situations they clearly know nothing about.
According to FBI statistics a
woman is beaten every 15 seconds.
Most of the injuries to these women
are, " ...to the head and neck and, in
addition to bruises, strangle marks,
black eyes, and split lips, they receive fractured jaws, broken noses
and permanent hearing loss.
I wonder if those adults know

that domestic violence is a criminal
offenseinOhio?Batteringofwomen
is the most under-reported crime in
America. Even with the under-reporting, between three and four million women are reported battered
each year. And last year 2,500
women were killed by their husbands.
According to Irene Lupton, director of the Southern Ohio Task
Force on Domestic Violence, there
has been a raise ofabout 50 percent
ofwomen usingthe center. Shesays,
"I think education is the absolute
keytostoppingdomesticviolence."
Domestic violence does not dis-

shows that the helping professions
often· protected patterns of family
authority, unwittingly sanctioning
wife abuse rather than condemning
it."

she receives. She will learn to live
forthemonthlycheckandthat"play
money" we use to buy food. She'll
have to stand in grocery store lines,
and be humiliated by people who

Real Life

know
not h ing of
h e r
situati on ,
so she
c a n
b u Y
h e r
chi Idren

survive and perhaps find a job.
The cost of a women and her
childrenreceivingwelfarearefar
less to society than if she stayed
in the battering situation. In the
battering home the violent behavior may be passed on to their
children. The men come to believe that power and control are
achieved by violence.
. For so~iety there is the increase in crime. There is an in-

-----------------------

b~
J

Donna

Kerecz

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.

will raise and the depression will
start to subside. She may be permanently scarred, both emotionally and physically, but she'll
have the confidence she needs to

criminate. Battering takes place in
wealthy, middle class and poor
homes. The batterer can be of any
race or religion but many learned
violent behavior while growing up
in an abusive family.
"Thebatteringsyndromeisboth
causeandeffectofstereotypedroles
and the unequal power relation between men and women. Over the
years, it has been tolerated by those
who govern community affairs, the
courts,medicine,psychiatry,police,
schools, and the church. History

A battered woman must do everything in her power to get away
from the batterer, because battering
tends to increase and becomes more
violent over time. The woman may
have to receive welfare and
foodstamps for a while. I had to do
this.
She has to .reject the doormat
status that society wants to place
upon her if she needs economic
help. She has to learn to be marvelously creative with the little money

j unk
food because she feels guilty at
not being able to buy them other
things they want or need. Or she
may go to the grocery store in the
middle of the night, then vomit
from humiliation when she
leaves, so she'll be able to hold
her head up high during the day.
Gradually, removed from the
battering situation, she 'II learn to
talk to other people, something
she rarely could do before leaving the batterer. Her self-esteem

crease in legal, police, medical,
counseling and prison costs.
There is also the lasting effects of
the myth that there is an inequality of women and men which
leads to a decrease in the quality
of life for everyone.
OctoberisDomesticViolence
Awarness Month. I hope everyone will take the time to learn
about the injustices many people
have suffered And please try not
to judge people whose situation
you know nothing about.

stand that she may not appreciate
and may even resent you intervention. She may also deny the abuse.
Be a friend. It's the most important thing you can do. Offering support and listening is helpful.
Be available and resource/ul.

Offer whatever information or encouragement you can. Be willing
not only to lend an ear but to provide
hot-line numbers, information on
local shelters and whatever else may
help her leave safely.
Be unconditional Don't expect

anything. Although you can encourage your friend to leave, dop't make
yourrelationshipcontingentonleaving ..
Don't put down her abuser.
Stress that the behavior is unacceptable, not the person. She sees a good

side to this man that you don't.
Calling her husband a "creep"
doesn't address the complexity of
their relationship.
Call the police. When physical
violence occurs, .never attempt to
handle it. From Women in Business

If you suspect someone is being abused _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Talk. The same fear that keeps
abused women in relationships keeps
friends, family and co-workers from
talking about the problem. If you
know or suspect a woman is being
abused, you don't need to be
silent.Prepare for rejection. Under-

The facts of domestic violence----- The battered woman fits no
stereotype.
-- Domestic violence goes
across every demographic group,
affecting all social classes, ages,
races and ethnic groups.
-- A woman is beaten by her
husband or partner every 15 seconds.
-- At least a third of women in
_ tered women's shelters have al,.Jdy left their husbands.
-- Women are in the greate st
danger of being battered or killed _
, years after leaving their part-

'trer.

-- A woman is more likely to
be assaulted, injured, raped or
killed by a male partner than by
anyothertypeofassailant,according to the National Woman Abuse
Prevention Project in Washington,
D.C.
-- A third of all women killed
in the United States are murdered
by husbands, ex-husbands or boy-

friends according to the FBI.

If you are being battered

-- Don't allow yourself to become isolated. "A support
group is critical,'' according to
Lenore Walker, a Denver-based
licensed clinical psychologist
and internationally recogniied
expert on domestic violence. An
abuser r.ommonly keeps his wife
or girlfriend from making or
sustaining relationships with
friends or relatives. Even if he
doesn't actively isolate her, the
shame and secretiveness around
domestic violence often shut
social doors . But the fewer
people a battered woman has
contact with, the more power
her abuser has. "The more isolated she becomes, the less
likely she is to know anything
except what he tells her,••
Walker says.
__ Plan to leave. Though it is

best to leave, it's important todo so
safely. You are still vulnerable to
your attacker. Create an escape
plan. Establish friends to contact, a secret signal to tell them
you need help, a safe place to
go, transportation and some
money. Follow through with
your plan as soon and as safely
as you can.
-- Don't hide. Tell friends,
call the police, see a doctor,
seek counseling or go to a bat-

Knittel's
Air Conditioning

Radi;tor
Shop

- -

~•radlalDrand llrconcfidonln1sentcecenter

SlS.95 Oil Change Special

Includes oil filter and u_p to S 9uarts
of oil and complete chassis lube

2026 Robinson Ave. 35'4-1230
/(JOA,

dis,ount on labor wiJh SSU ID

tered women's shelter. People who
believe you will provide encouragement for leaving. Take photographs of your injuries. Documentation such as medical
reports or photographs will help
you build legal protection if you
need it later.

~---------,
IUC

I

: 20% SAVINGS:

I ON ART SUPPLIES I
I
at
I

I Majestic Paint Center1

: 928 Gallia Street :
I
I

Open 8 - 5:30
Sat. 8- S
Phone 3S3-7180

Big J& Pepsi $. 99 - Footer $1.25

Jean's
Restaurant
Corner of Gallia
and Offnere Streets

Flurries and shakes, sundaes and hot fudge cake
Open Sun. - Thur. 8. a.m. - 11 p.m., Fri - Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

I 0% off to SSU students, facul

and staff

I
,I.

\

1

I
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Days, Lemmings, Daffodils and Guy Things
Just A Little Glory
Coach came from the Woody know, today we play the Surfers. The Surfers recovered it in the
Recently, while on a trip back
of Philosophy. The They ' re 8-0 and haven't allowed a end zone. After the extra points
Hayes
home,
I
caught
my
alma
mater
ElizaBit of Sports beth City High School's big game. game planSchool
for each game was simple. touchdown all season.
they took the lead and eventually

SSU Soccer Scores

Saturday October .3 1992 SS
.
Malone: 3
SSU: 0

jvs. Malone away game:

t

I

Tuesday October 6 SSU vs. Ri~
rande away game.
I
Rio Grande: 3
l
SSU:0

r

I
I

j.

Friday October 9 SSU vs Mt ·
l"emon away game:
Mt. Vernon:
SSU:
Next Game:
Monday
October
l
ppalacha1an Bible away game. j.
Thursday
October
l
ampbellsv1lle away game.
, Friday October 16 Wais
[Home Game.
I Saturday October 1
ppalachaian Bible home.
Hey like let's see some suppo
ople!

I

t

d:Mn

'Ml.i:I

pct. 9 ·
Mt. Vernon: 3
II
SSU:0
Campbellsville vs. SSU Oct. 1
Campbellsville: I
SSU:9
Compiled by Anthony L.
step
UC Pa
er.

Support SSU
Sports
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND

RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote SPRING
BREAK, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800, 327-6013.

I

(

P. David 'Shope

plays
such
as puntmg on first down or runnmg
off left tackle. This was great because theothertearnsneverexpected
it.
Coach also was a great motivational speaker. My senior year we
were suiting up to play the No. 1
ranked Virginia Beach Central High
School Indigo Surfers.
Coach Schott came into the
locker room. "OK, men! As you

j

(ji

be in g
the
great leader that he was, had a plan.
During the game, coach would play
a tape of the ocean waves. The Surfers ran off the field in search of their
sl.lrfboards. This would leave us unopposed to run the bal1.
We did manage to almost win
the game. We were able to score
a season high six points.
Then in the fourth quarter the
Surfers punted and we fumbled.

Sports Spotlight of the Week
ing here and she never gets homesick. She likes hanging out with her
friends and listening to all kinds of
music.
She said she likes the closeness
of the team members, and coach
JackWelz'sknowledgeofthegame.
' 'Coach Welz has helped me a lot
because Jack knows a lot of volleyball," she says.

Uc Sports Editor

Mt. Ve~ Nazarene vs. SS

"Let's face it. You don't have
a snowball's chance in hell of
winning. So ·r emember don't get
hurt
and
just
have
furi."
by

'Driving Left of Cente~

By Tom Davis

Soccer Scores

j

On first down we would run up the
middle and off right tackle. We also
ran off tackle on second and third

We were the Fighting Lemmings. This is a great name for a
school ·with a view of the ocean.
That evening the team played its
arch-rival, the Arnold High Possum
Express. The boys lost the game 350, but. this is an improvement. We
were proud of them. Last year's
closest game was 38 points.
I fondly remember the games as
a member of the Fighting Lemmmgs so many years ago I was
third-string waterboy on the Junior
varsity team but eventually worked
up to rotating duties with another
player at hnebacker and fullback.
It's not as bad as it seems. I
gained a lot of experience, as I got to
watch the coach. His name was Buck
Schott and he was one ofthe greatest
coaches in Lemmings history. His
record was 12-38 when he was retired. He was a coaching genius.

Shelly Miller is the senior leader
of the Bears volleyball team. She is
a 1989 graduate ofLucasville Valley High School. Her parents are
Debbie MillerofLucasvilleand Rom
Miller of Delaware.
Miller says she likes SSU because she has a lot of friends attend-

The only dislike Miller has is
that a new program always starts
slowly before a winning program
takes shape.
After graduation from SSU,
Miller wants to be a kindergarten
teacher or to operate her own
day-care center. Her hobbies are
beach volleyball and watching
sports.

won 8-6. We viewed it as a great
moral victory.
After the game coach Schott
was quite elated and ( while st
ing in front of our motivatio-1
sign that read ••Just Try'') said,
•'Men, if we can almost b ~
Central we can almost beat an.
body."
Upon reflection I get a tear in
my eye thinking of those glory days.
I really miss those screaming fans,
cheerleaders, the sme11 of the wet
grass and the sound of 0\11' pep band
in the night air -- not to mention the
pain killers, the whirlpool and v1s1ts
to the E.R.
But most of all, I miss coach's
speeches.
May your life be as entertaining
as you wish it to be.
P. David Shope is a UC
Staff Writer

Welz says Miller is an outstanding leader. "All I have to do is tell
her what I want done and she jumps
110 percent all
right to it. She gives
I
of the time."
Miller is an inspiration to the
other players as she leads by example. Miller will be missed next
year by her coach, players and oppo•
nents.

After 34 years, racing career will conclude on Nov. 14

The King's ride draws to an end
By Anthony L. Estep

uc

Page Manager

Richard Petty's long nde as the
King of Racing is drawing to aclose.
After thrilling the crowds .for 34
years, he will drive his final race on
Nov . 14 at the Atlanta Motor Speedway.
Petty started into racing at the
age of 21 , but draws his roots from

.

· h1sfatherLeePetty,aHallofFame

driver.
·
Richard Petty had his first win in
1960. His final race will leave him
with 1,185 races run. Out of that
number Petty holds an unprecedented 200 wins, 95 more than any
other competitor.
Petty has seven Winston Cup

Before you diet again read this book

Fat Science
By John Novak, M.D.

An interesting and easily digested summary of
basic scientific information
-- Don't undertake another diet or weight loss; scheme
until you read this
-- How your brain, your· intestines, your metabolism
and your fat c·onspire to keep you in the shape you're in
$12.95 Available at
SSU Bookstore
M,mn•'\s
~hrtm R r
·s

championships on his belt, two more
than closest competitor Dale
Earnhart. Petty has seven Daytona
victories, 41 500-mile victories and
27 wins in a season (1967, 10 wins
in a row) attached to his belt.
He has at least one win a season
for 18 years consecutively (1960-1977). Petty's records will remain
unmatched for years to come.
Petty has remained a favorite to
race fans by being a man of the
people, soft spoken, and not phony.
Petty cares for his fans and goes out
of his way to show it. Instead of

being like some other public figures
a voiding their fans, Petty goes out to
his fans to talk, sign autographs, and
to have his picture taken with the
people ·who love him. ·
Petty's big smile and friendly
attitude have won a legion offans to
his comer.
This was evident when I attended
the Pepsi 400 in Dayton during the
summer. Every person I talk~o
wanted Petty to win. Cars,
.).
trucks, campers and buses werettying Richard Petty banners.
Dayton even named a stre,..._..,.ter him. Petty said that thit .Jt
season is for the fans. Petty will
always
remain the King of Racing,
15.95 oil cha es ecial
a
title
well
earned by him.
Includes Qi/filter and up to five quarts of
I
can
only
hope that Petty will
oil, complete chassis lube
winatAtlanta,and increase his wins·
to 201. Petty is a giant among men
av a i lab I e at
Knittel', BP Service Center
and will remain in the hearts and
Gallia & Waller Streets
memories of all true race fans forKnittel' s Radiator & Air Condidoning Shop
2026 Robinson Avenue
ever.
Knittel', Murtler & Brake Shop .
Richard Petty's tr:i:::krecord pro2109 I Ith Street
10% discount on labor with~ ID · vided by the Daily Times.

ack To School Special
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Arkansas student newspaper stops military ads
By Daniel Stewart
UC Features Editor

The student newspaper at the
University of Central Arkansas has
stopped running advertising by the
military because ofthe armed forces
\art on homosexuals, the editor said.
Kim Green, editor of the Echo,
said a majority of the student
newspaper's staff members voted to
refuse military ads. ''They (armed
forces) discriminate against gays,"

Greensaid. "Theydon'tallowgays
in the military. We find that offensive."
Douglas Smith, a spokesman for
the Army Recruiting Command, said
the newspaper has a right to refuse
the advertising. He said not being
able to advertise in the paper, •'will
have some effect on recruiting, but
we have other advertising outlets
that reach students."
·

Green estimated that decision
would cost the newspaper at least
$1,000 in advertising revenue. The
Echo receives most of its financing
from student fees, which has an
estimated 9,136 students at the beginning of the fall term.
Defense Department policy
states in part that, "The presence in
the military environment of persons
who engage in homosexual conduct

or who, by their statements, demonstrate a propensity to engage in homosexual conduct, seriously impairs
the accomplishment of the military
mission.''
Green said she does not see the
issue to be whether or not homosexuality is good, or bad or indifferent. "It's about people not being
able to earn a living because of their
sexual practices.''

Simply being aware of AIDS isn't enough

patients are homosexual men. Other
groups who are at risk are hemoUC Staff Writer
It has been almost a year since philiacs, IV drug users, and men and
L.A. Lakers star Magic Johnson women with n;tultiple sex partners.
announced that he was retiring form
Nationally, it is estimated that
the NBA. Also in the past year, one of every 250 people carries the
FreddieMercury(singerforQueen), AIDS virus. The estimate for colDick York (Darrin from Bewitched), lege students is one of500 (about25
and Robert Reed (Brady Bunch pa- percent ofall AIDS cases are among
triarch), all died as a result of AIDS. people 20-29 years of age). The
Now that people see that it even estimate jumps all the way to I in I 0
happens in Hollywood, does it af-/ in New Yorlc City.
feet AIDS awareness? And does it
Not everyone who is infected
affect sexual practices among the has AIDS. Some people show no
people?
symptoms. Whether they are ill or
'' AIDS awareness works some- not, everyone who is infected can
what like a roller coaster," said Dr. spread the virus to others.
Paul Crabtree. "I think anytime a
The best way to prevent concelebrity contracts the disease, AIDS tracting the disease is abstinence
awareness shoots up.''
from intercourse and non-medical
Crabtree, vice president of stu- IV injections, otherwise, exercise
dent affairs and chairman of the sexual responsibili(y. It's important
AIDS education committee, said, for people and their partners to know
· "Eventually it wears off and we each other's past sexual history and
drop back into our unsafe sex prac- drug use. Honesty is crucial!
tices. Young people have an attitude
that 'it can't happen to me!' But
Whenever having intercourse,
what they aren't aware of is the past the following precautions must be
history of their sexual partners.''
taken:
The risks ofcontracting AIDS as
-- Use a latex condom and
a college student can only be deter- spermicide containing Nonoxynolmined by lifestyle. There are four 9 for intercourse. Iflubricant is used,
ways a person can contract AIDS:
it must be water-based. Oil based
-- Havingsexwithsomeonewho lubricants will break down the conis infected with the AIDS virus.
dom.
-- SharingIVneedleswithsome-- The use ofspermicide, foams,
one who is infected the AIDS virus jellies, creams, and sponges, containing Nonoxynol-9, in addition to,
since blood is also shared.
-- A woman infected with AIDS not instead of, a condom. Read the
can pass it on to her unborn child.
label to make sure the spermicide
-- Receiving blood from ·a per- has a Nonoxynol-9 content of at
::m infected with the AIDS virus.
least 5 percent. Don't be afraid to
In Ohio, a majority of AIDS ask a pharmacist.
By Martin Poston

-- AIDS is not the only sexually
transmitted disease to worry abolft.
Do not allow blood, semen, vaginal
secretions or urine to enter the vagina, anus, mouth or any open sore
or cut.

Other precautions to keep in
mind:
-- A void the use of alcohol to
excess. Alcoholimpairsone'sjudgement and ability to make good decisions.
- Those who may be at risk: for
AIDS should not donate blood,
sperm, body organs or plasma.
-- Alternative forms of sexual
expression can prevent disease and
can enhance intimacy.
According to statistics provided
by the Portsmouth City Health Department, in S~ioto County there
have been 13 diagnosed AIDS cases
(as ofAug. 31 ), with one new case in
the past year. However, these statistics may be misleading. The AIDS
cases within a county are counted
based on the number of diagnosed
cases in that county. Those who live
in Scioto County who go to outside
counties to be tested will be counted
in the counties in which they're
diagnosed.
The state of Ohio ranks 13th in
the nation in AIDS cases (from 14th
a year ago), with about 50 new cases
per month.
SSU does play its role in AIDS
awareness. "A lot of effort goes
toward information on AIDS, but
there is no way of knowing if it is
taken seriously or not by the student
body," Crabtree said. "It may not

War of the 'round' people starts
iy Kevin Zornes

most weight by the end of the spring
Are you bored with the war on quarter. The two warriors are coldrugs? Does the war between Vice- lecting sponsors to donate money
President Dan Quayle and fictional foreverypoundtheylose.Themoney
journalist Murphy Brown make you ·will be donated to a charity of the
sick? If so, there is a new war being winner's choice at the end of the
waged right here at SSU.
contest.
The "Weight War' as it's being
When asked about her strategy,
called, is being fought between Kerecz replied, "It's not so much a
Donna KereczandAnthony L. Estep, strategy as it is a lifestyle change.''
both of the Chronicle. The purpose After doing research on the subject,
of this war is to see who can lose the she plans to obtain a proper diet

\JC Staff Writer

fromaphysicianandfollowit. "Lots
ofpopcorn without butter,'' she said.
Estep is keeping his battle plans
top secret. His only comment: "May
the best round person win.''
The University Chronicle will
be the only newspaper brave enough
to cover this story. Each week, we'll
keep you up-to-date on who is fighting to win and who is having more
than their share of pizza at the staff
,.
meetings.

happen until someone close to us is
afflicted with the disease.''
SSU sponsors the Bear Care
Health Fair (held last week), an
AIDS Awareness Week, and offers
"Survival Packs" to students before Spring Break. Free condoms
are also available in the counseling
center.
For more information on AIDS,
AIDS prevention, testing sites, and
social and medical referrals, call the
toll-free statewide Ohio AIDS
Hotline number at 800 332-AIDS.
Or call the National AIDS Hotline
24hoursaday, 7daysaweek,at800
342-AIDS.

No,v

University
Potpourri
Program funded

SSU has been awarded a grant to
fund Upward Bound, a U.S. Department of Education program operating since 1965.
The grant application received a
perfect score ensuring funds of
$197,832 in the first year of the
three-year program.
Upward Bound will serve 50 students during the academic year and
40 during a summer program.

Survey set

During the week of Oct. 19-23,
randomly selected students, faculty
and staff will be asked to participate
in a study about parking on SSU's
campus.
The Organizational Communication class will be asking the opinions of students, faculty and staff
about present parking facilities.
The infonnation may be used by
SSU to help detennine future campus parking needs.
Questions will be asked about
checking parking lots to find a parking space and opinions about appropriate safety policies on campus and
in current parking areas.
Responses will be confidential
and will be tabulated and presented
to the SSU administration.

IN THE CHRONICLE

CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS

$1 oo FOR 30 WORDS,

PAYMENT IN ADVANCE

ALL OTHER SIZE ADS PUBLISHED AS DISPLAY

10 DAYS BEFORE PUBLICATION
355-2278 OR MASSIE 411

DEADLINE

CALL

Register to vote! Register to vote!
Register to vote! Register to vote! Register to vote! Register to vote! Register
to vote! Register to vote! Ad.
It's a beautiful girl! Jennifer Maria,
7 lbs. 5 oz., 10-7-92, to Nick and Laura
Scherer Throckmorton. Proud grandparents, Truman and Barbara Throckmorton, and Robert and Ann Scherer;
greatgranchnothe~Mabellhrockmorton. Ad.
Guess who called me last night?
Edgar Maralus Sardanuta from Mexico
and he said, " ... to all those who know
me, say Hi for me, I'm going great."
Ad.
To someone who learned a little
more about flower identification -- had
a great time .... WHAT'S NEXTI? Ad.
Women in technology, Woman in
technology, Women in technology,
Women in technology, Women in tech-

nology, Womenintechnology, Women
in technology, Women in technology,
Women in technology, Women in technology, Women in technology. Ad.
For Sale: Emerson digital portable
CD player $35. Movies, VHS fonnat,
more than 500 titles to choose from$ I 0
each. Call Daniel at 259-4823. Ad.

LOANS
MOST ITEMS
OFVALUE

WATCHES
JEWELRY
PISTOLS-GUNS
RADIOS-STEREOS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
TYPEWRITERS
OPEN, DAYS A W E E ~

STATE LICENSE~
PAWNBROKER

B&B INC. 137GalliaSt.
~53-4250 I Portsmouth

r---------------------,
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IValidonly at participating Pizza Hut•~staurants. Present when ordering. One coupon J
perpersonpervisitMonday-Saturdaybetween 11 A.M.-4P.M. Five minute guarantee
!applies between 11 :30 A.M. -1 :00 P.M. to our two selections for orders of five or fewer I
per table, or three or fewer per canyout customer. Not valid with other discounts or
coupons. 1/20 cent cash redemption value. •I 984-Pizza Hut, Inc.
L _ _ _ P.:>rtsm<>ll.ath Piz;:za :El:1Lat _ _ _ .J
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Entertainment

Mad Manson will be cruising th_e street looking to give you free music
• You want music, mad Manson is
here with music. Today I've got
country, pop and rock for review.
But first though I want to teil you
about ~mething special for you students.
One weekend in November,
yours truly, Mad Manson, will be
cruising Chillicothe Street in the
Automania van giving out free music from Shephard's.
Automania and Shephard's, in
collaboration with The Chronicle,
are proud to be able to sponsor the
giveaway that's specifically for you
the students of SSU. The only details I have right now is that I 'II be in
the Automania van and all you students have to do is pull up to the van,
show me your student ID and I'll
give you free music.
It's that simple! Also a small
number of the music will have coupons for Automaniaand Shepbard' s
in them.
Dates, times and the locations
where you can find us are forthcom-

ing, so watch my column for details.
Now on with the review.
R.E.M. 's new release from
Warner
Brothers
Records begins with
sounds full of emotion
and passion that Stipe
and company have become to be known for.
They pick up the pace
with ''The Sidewinder
Sleeps Tonite" only to
lead you to the sad
sound of "Everybody

trade mark ofWea ver D's Delicious
Fine Foods, in Clark County, Georgia. R.E.M. is back and they're not
ready to lie down and die yet. • • • 1/

Manson on Music

Hurts."

by

Philip
Thieken

The addition of an
instrumental titled
''New Orleans Instrumental No. I''
shows you the musical side of
R.E.M., without all the words full of
meaning we have come to expect
from them.
This album is, full of acoustic
sound that I truly enjoyed. The album is titled Automatic for the
/:J:Qpk, which is also the motto and

Walkin'" makes you feel like
dancin'. Songs such as "Call
Home," "One Night" and "I'll
Never Have the Heart (to Leave this
Town) are sure to be
hits.
Twilight Town is
good music, not plain
or simple, just good.
...l/2
Crash1
Boom!
Bang! Thunderrollsin
with their new album

Laughine on Judge-

starts with a dedication to the laborers in this world with "A man
withaHarnmer." Mike'swaywith
ballads and love songs really makes
the album special.
The upbeat sound of'' Keep on

meat_Day. These five
British rockers bring
you rock 'n' roll like it
should be. This album
is packed from the start to finish
with good guitar rock, like out of the
late '60s and '70s with new life
given to it.
No matter if the songs are ballads, love songs or sad songs they
are undeniably rock 'n' roll straight
from drums, basses and electric guitars. Songs such as "Does it Feel

Pero (Percussion), Chris "Buck"
Friedrich(BaseGuitarist),andVince
Mancinelli (Guitarist). The rest is
simply history.
-According to Jonathan Starkey
''Our job is to entertain.'' and by all
rights, they accomplish the work
with talent and skill as musicians.
They consider themselves an
''audience participation band'' and
enjoy it when the audience joins in
with them. However, it is important
to note that the group also wants
their music "to make a message."
According to Free, "We play a lot of
different kinds of music. Listen to
the music and you will find there is
a lot of good messages.'' Also, their
instrument selection is extremely
diverse and includes cow bell, congo,

tambourine, bongo drums, and the
harmonica. They use these instruments to their full effect and help
create their own style of music.
The band has recorded songs
that deal with the environment, politics, war, urban problems, Native
Americans, and the list goes. Some
of the songs the band has written
include subject material that happened in their life. Free and his band
have recorded songs such as
"Greedy Hands", inspired by the
local economy and the A-Plant,
"Working Class Hero", based on
the shutting down ofW illiarns Shoes,
and Rocket Launcher, which deals
with political unrest in countries
that we have seen in the decade such
as Nicaragua and in the former Yu-

2

Mike Reid's new album Twi-

li~ht Town from Columbia Records

Like Love ?" ''Low Life in High
Places," "Empty City,"" Fire to
Ice,' ' ''ABetterMan''and ''Flawed
to Perfection" can make anyone
who has lost their faith in Rock
todayto begin to believe again. Th~
der rolls on! ••••
A quick one before I go. If you
like Thunder. Laughine on Ju,hement DC£Y, go check out their first
album Backstreet Symvhony It will
rockyourassoffalsowithsongsthat
you may have heard on MTV, such
as "Love Walked In" and "Dirty
Love." ••••
Grade Scale: Excellent • • • • •,
Great••••, Good•••, Fair••, Poor

•

Philip Thieken is a UC Staff·
Writer.
I would like to thank Tim
Shepard
and
Shepard's
Soundworks, 905 Gallia, for providing me with music for review.
All these albums and much more
are available at Shepard's.

M u Si C with a Message, the Hallmark of Muddle Pudding _ _ __

By Bin Holmes

UC News Editor

Folk music has not received any
major press since the 60's or that
brief time in the 80 's when such
artists Tracey Chapman had appeared on the music arena's spotlight. However, if you haven't heard
any new material for some time, do
not fear, the artists are still out there
working hard to share ''music with
a message." A prime example of

BILL KNITTEL'S BP
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Complete Mechanical Work

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
BRAKES
BATTERIES
ACCESSORIES
TUNE-UPS
UNDERCOATING

354-6494
353-5823
353-9205

Gallia & W 111ler Sts.

Portsmouth

these bands is Muddle Pudding. This
Philadelphia based band still carries
the mantle of stimulating thought
through pure entertainment, rather
than simpiy stimuiating their pocket

book.
The band started quite simply

when the lead singer, Stephen Free,
who is a native of Duck Run, and
guitarist and backing vocalist
Jonathan Starkey started playing
music together in Vietnam. The two,
after many years, remained in contact and started Muddle Pudding
approximately two years ago.
They drew other members such
as Linda Jean Starkey (Backing
Vocalist and Keyboardist), Jo Jo

STIJDENfSorORGANIZATIONS
Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and FREE
trips. Organize SMALL or LARGE
groups. Call Campus marketing. 800423-5264

goslavia. All of these songs have
their own uqique sound and shows
the diversity of the nature ofMuddle
Pudding 's talents.
On September 25 and 26 the
band played for the crowd at
Thompson's. The band put on a
great show that included local artists
such as Chris Tackett (Percussionist), Matt Hoover (Guitarist), Johnny
Todd Davis (Guitarist), Robert Hall
(Harmonica) and also Free's son
Nat (Bass Guitarist).
I would encourage anyone to
come and see them on their next pass
through. Furthermore, their tracks
"Tracks in Time" and "Song for
the Common Man'' are available at
Shephard's Soundworks and alternative music stores.

;• • • • ·• • «•• •••·•• •• • ..:.ibl.mmmmnrTnrll'ln..,~

Correction

Voice of SSU
Bears sports

In the article, "Adviser's
book published,'' in the Oct. 12
issue ofthe Chronicle, The Odin
Brotherhood. a book by Dr.
Mark Mirabello, should have
been described as a non-fictional book, not a work of fiction. The Chronicle apologizes
for the error.
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Instructor displays symbolic exhibit _ _ _ _ __
Davey: I started with charcoal
seriesontheNativeAmericantheme? and eventually infiltrated pastels. I
Davey: Upon becaning aware of didn't want to use painting, just
the extensive mounds in this area and direct drawings from the site. I
always sharing a fascination with the would visit a mound, draw a few
Native American culture I vis...--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
itedvariousmoundsitesandit
mademewonderwhatlcould
do, as an artist, with these
excitingremnantsofthisarea's :,
ancient aborigines.
;,
UC: How long did it take
you to do this.series and is it
finished?
Davey: No, it is not yet .ci
1
finished. Sofarl have put two
years into wodcing on this se- j
ries.
a.
_ _ _ _ _ __,
·uc: What media and techDavey with his artworks, Rites ao<l Effigies
niquedidyou usetoexecute.thedrawings?

sketches for Lighting and s~ding to maybe show how we can learn
and work from the sketches, m my from other cultures and to offer a
studio, to produce a finished piece. different view.
UC: Did this subject start a new
I felt it symbqlic to use charcoal because it is actually a burnt path in your ideologies and art?
Davey: No. I have always had a
stick and Native Americans used
burnt offerings in their ceremo- respect for spiritualism and nature
-~d feel th.i.5:.~0"1-y continuation of
nies.
UC: Is this tlie
time y1:>u th!lt .th~inef h\l~ I won't always use
·the Natj;e. Americ'an theme to exhave displayed art ·
}yitl(
Native American theme'?
thc~;e~p;ct and ideologies
1
Davey: No, I displayed a fe~ at
UC: Where do you go fromSOMACC.
UC: How do you feel the Na- here -- what's next?
Davey: I will finish this partive American culture would feel
ticular series and display it at the
when they see your work?
Davey: I hope they enjoy it, but Southern Ohio Museum in the
I didn't direct my work towards the spring of I 992.
Native American culture. I wanted

itself was well written, and the actors, collectively, did a fine job.
The plot revolves around adysfunctional family who have gathered "to watch Daddy die", as one
character puts it. Daddy has just had
a serious stroke and his children
come home when they hear he
doesn't have long to live. The conflict comes from the differences and
long-held grudges between the chi!dren. The play is filled with a mixture of emotions. Memories from

childhood brings laughter as well as
anger. The sad moments allow the
audience to see the actors range.
Iwasimpressedbytheactorsinthe
play. Wilson was very funny as the
senileoldcoot,BufocdTurnover. Susie
Booth, who stepped into the role of
SaraLee,didaterrific job. She hadjust
a month to learn her lines and prepare
foctherole. Ted Backus was terrific as
Harmony. Histrainingfuxnct:herplays
showed in his comedic timing and
ability to cover in strange situations.

When the couch broke, he adlibbed
one of the greatest lines to Liles,
''Don't break [the other] end, too.
Liles did a terrific job, especially
considering this was her first play.
My only real problem was with
the technical side of the play. With
no curtain, the stage hands had to
work in very dim light and the audience watched them clean the stage.
I may be the only one who feels this
way, but I think this loses a little of
the magic of the theatre.

Also, at times it was hard to hear
the actors when they were upstage
and quieter. Another thing, during
one scene not only did the couch fall
apart, but also the dining table fell
apart. These are little things but I
think their correction would add to
the productions.

'90s realism to this classic group's
works.
UC Pa~e Mana~er
Inln-A-Gadda-Da-Vidabylron
Wandering this well trodden
path, my mind becomes encom- Butte,jly, Poston shows a great conpassed in fog. I wander from bar to trol over his alto ranges, climbing
bar seeking that which derives plea- each verse with care and respect.
sure to my thought. Music which Poston 's voice is a glorious additive
to Inmotivates thought and
t r o drives listeners to their :
own idea of utopia.
2,11
spec•
1
t i ve
lfindmyselfyetagain : . •
a n d
atthe portal of time called =E - Thompson's. Tonight, :- ·
y e t
doesn't
Saturday, Oct. I 0, I re- »;
over ceived a surprise and a
r
id e
lesson in learning.
.a ·---:.aa--..ui...-......
t h e
lrurospection, a new A./ Introspection
qua 1ba
o our area, is thrilling\'tle crowd with their homespun ity of the other musicians.
The driven:back beat of Introsound. This being the band's second
tun"' in a public performance, I de- spect is provided by drummer Riley
e~.) review these youngsters of Redfern. Riley plays with a passion
music. I refer to them as youngsters that surpasses and shows 110 perbecause they haven't been on the cent input into his creativity.
Though Riley misses a count or
music scene long -- no disrespect
beat every so often, I think it tends to
intended.
The voice of this band is Martin be from the excited charge he rePoston, who has a voice still in the ceives from being on stage. As time
stages of development, yet tends to progresses, Riley wi II develop into a
draw the attention of the crowd to competitive rock drummer in our
him. Poston covers the vocal ranges area.
of the Doors with timing and preciRiley plays mind games with the
sion while adding his own touch of crowd by making faces and other

gestures just to see who's watching
him. He has a stage presence that's
all his own and provides driving
drum solos as well as an interesting
vocal aspect that can truly make the
crowd pay attention to the band over
all. To Riley, I give a thumbs up on
creativity.
The soul-singing soundsofboth
lead and rhythm guitar are invented
by Ryan Redfern. Ryan sends into
the air a self-sought aftersound that
I truly believe he pulls from within
himself to penetrate the air and satisfy the needs of his listeners.
Ryan has a quiet stage presence
thatallowshimtositbackandenjoy
the music and create a passionate
sound for the audience. Ryan needs
to turn up just a little bit on sound
and let the magic of his playing
entertain and release the emotions
of the crowd.
At times Ryan's fingers move
with such speed and precision that it
appears as ifhe has never moved his
hands. Ryan provides leads that
make people listen more out of respect then because ofbeingtoo loud.
He seems to be the center of
music where everyone else gathers
round to provide a most excellent
performance for themselves as well

as the minions in the crowd.
The thundering passion called
bass is present by Sean Haider.
Haider performs a pounding base
beat that is both easy to follow and
solid in support of the overall music.
Haider has a quiet reclusive personality that becomes more and more
open on stage.
He plays by the adage that less
can be better. Haider doesn't seem
to believe that he need not play wild
bass riffs or overplay bass lines to
get the music across to the audience.
Haider pours forth his simple
sound and lets the people see that
more isn't always beautiful.
The sound that ties the overall
sounds of the band together in a
fonn of harmony is the mellow additive of keyboards performed by

Bill Cassidy. Cassidy performs to
fulfill his own feelings and needs
and labors to show this to the crowd.
Cassidy is a perfectionist that
seemingly is never satisfied with the
sounds he creates and continually
practices to improve upon it. With
Cassidy'. s sound we now hear a close
band that is still developing to
achieve the sound they wish to
present to their audience.
Jrurospect is a striving band that
has yet to go through their baptism
by fire on an open circuit. I can see
these gentleman, and I use the term
loosely, developing into a strong
band for this area and give them a
3 .2 star rating in compliance with
Manson on Music rating scale.
Congrats dudes and better times I
wish upon your future.

By Daniel Malone
uc Staff Writer
Ron Davey, art adjunct faculty,
recently displayed a series of his art
wocksentitled "Rites and Effigies" at
Ci "
41 in New Boston.
was a very symbolic ~xhibit of
what's left of Mound Parle and other
eai:thw<rksofOhio,alongwithAdena
Hopewell symbols and motifs.
',,., inteniiew with Davey:
UC:Whydidyounametheexhibit
"Rites and Effigies"?
Davey: The curator of Gallery 41,
NancyAikens,suggestedthenameand
I thought it apprq:,riate because the
name said a little of what the show is
about in as few wocds as pos.gble.
UC: What inspired you to do this

!

iit,si
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p~ss

!?K~~~:r.:s Dyin' Who's Got the Will worth seeing
UC Copy-Editor

I entered the theatre with mixed
emotions. I knew two of the actors
in "DADDY'SDYIN'-WHO'SGOT
THE WIU? Dr. Bob Wilson, English professor and Kris Liles, secretary in the library. So, I desperately wanted to like it. Still, this was
a community play arid I wondered if
I'd become jaded by motion pietures and major productions in Columbus and other larger cities. I
shouldn't have worried. The play

All in all the evening was enjoyable, and I am grateful to director
Charlie Cummings and his wonderful cast.

Looking at a new Prospect on L i f e - - - - - - -

By Anthony L. Estep
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Convenient Furnished Apartments
Space Available For Winter Quarter
call 353 - 5405

Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
on SSU Campus
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CLARK MEMORIAL LIBRARY
SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
940 SECOND STREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662--4344 ..i

''fou Know, it! ro ridiculour. If I don't call my

parent$ every funday at e~act~ s_ o'clock,
the~ thirlk. I was kidnapped_by a/,enr, or
~omething. Anyway, or-.e Sunday m@ atld
M k e decide +o +ake-of+ at1d checkout
+n!rd,;. fo we're hangii out and I look_ a+
roy watch 5 o'cloc/(. Al~19ht, )0 rny call1h9
card ahd i head down +o +he local poof hail.
(Which I ho ppen to know has payphol'\de)
A I te II the folks the Mart,anr Set\
n
"
-their bert.
·

o matter where you happen to be,.the
AT&T Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to call
state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct.
With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special
discounts on AT&T Calling Caro calls~ And once you have your
.:..'f".t."..:.~-

card, you'.ll never need to apply for another.
If you get your Calling C',ard now, your first call
will be free~• And you'll become a member of
AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products
and services that saves students time and money.
. All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.

To get an Am' Calling Card, call 1800_654-0471 Ext. 850.
flf"""...,,..,..... .. _....,,.._.,..,.~.....-~,....._
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AT&T

